Little is known about how lamotrigine (LTG) works within brain circuits to achieve its clinical effects. We wished to determine whether the new technique of interleaved transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)/functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) could be used to assess the effects of LTG on activated motor or prefrontal/limbic circuits. We carried out a randomized, double-blind, crossover trial involving two visits 1 week apart with TMS measures of cortical excitability and blood oxygen level-dependent TMS/fMRI. Subjects received either a single oral dose of 325 mg of LTG or placebo on each visit. In all, 10 subjects provided a complete data set that included interleaved TMS/fMRI measures and resting motor threshold (rMT) determinations under both placebo and LTG conditions. A further two subjects provided only rMT data under the two drug conditions. LTG caused a 14.979.6% (mean7SD) increase in rMT 3 h after the drug, compared with a 0.6710.9% increase 3 h after placebo (t ¼ 3.41, df ¼ 11, po0.01). fMRI scans showed that LTG diffusely inhibited cortical activation induced by TMS applied over the motor cortex. In contrast, when TMS was applied over the prefrontal cortex, LTG increased the TMS-induced activation of limbic regions, notably the orbitofrontal cortex and hippocampus. These results suggest that LTG, at clinically relevant serum concentrations, has a general inhibitory effect on cortical neuronal excitability, but may have a more complex effect on limbic circuits. Furthermore, the interleaved TMS/fMRI technique may be a useful tool for investigating regional brain effects of psychoactive compounds.
INTRODUCTION
Lamotrigine (LTG) is a use-dependent sodium channel inhibitor with broad-spectrum anticonvulsant efficacy against a range of epilepsy syndromes (Messenheimer 1995) . Recently, several double-blind, placebo-controlled trials have demonstrated the acute and prophylactic antidepressant activity of LTG in bipolar disorder (Calabrese, 1999; Calabrese and Gajwani, 2000; Frye et al, 2000) . Anticonvulsant mood stabilizers may work through the same mechanisms needed for seizure control, but in different brain regions. Thus, some have suggested that LTG stabilizes mood by reducing cortical excitability in areas relevant to the pathogenesis of mood disorders (Ketter and Calabrese, 2002) .
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is a noninvasive means to stimulate the cerebral cortex as well as to assess the motor cortex excitability Ziemann et al, 1996) . TMS has been used to examine the pharmacologic effects of anticonvulsant drugs on the excitability of motor corticospinal pathways in both patients with epilepsy and normal subjects (Boroojerdi et al, 2001; Manganotti et al, 1999; Ziemann et al, 1996 Ziemann et al, , 1998b Ziemann et al, , 2002 . In volunteers or patients with complex partial seizures, LTG significantly increased the resting motor threshold (rMT) (Manganotti et al, 1999; Ziemann et al, 1996 Ziemann et al, , 1998b . Thus, TMS combined with motor-evoked potential (MEP) measurements can provide useful information about medication effects, but the information is limited to assessing how the drug affects motor circuits. TMS over nonmotor brain areas does not produce an easily observable behavioral response, so TMS alone cannot provide information about medication effects in these other important brain regions.
Combining TMS with noninvasive imaging techniques allows one to observe TMS effects throughout the brain. Initial studies used fluorodeoxyglucose (George et al, 1995; Kimbrell et al, 1999) or oxygen (O15) (Paus et al, 1997; Paus and Wolforth, 1998) positron emission tomography (PET). Our group at the Medical University of South Carolina (MUSC) pioneered and developed a technique for interleaving TMS with blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) Shastri et al, 1999) . Another group has now succeeded in performing this technique (Baudewig et al, 2001; Bestmann et al, 2003) .
To our knowledge, no one has used interleaved TMS/ fMRI yet to examine medication effects. In the present study, we used interleaved TMS/fMRI to image brain activity during TMS over the motor cortex and prefrontal cortex in healthy subjects after receiving a single oral dose of LTG or placebo. We sought to compare rMT and the BOLD TMS-induced pattern of brain activation after LTG or placebo. We hypothesized that, compared to placebo, a single oral dose of LTG would inhibit brain excitability. This LTG effect would be seen as increased rMT and reduced TMS-induced BOLD activation of the motor cortex. We further speculated that LTG would inhibit TMS-induced brain activation of cortical and limbic regions during TMS over the prefrontal cortex. This proof-of-concept study sought to test specifically whether interleaved TMS/fMRI might prove a useful tool in understanding LTG's moodstabilizing mechanism of action. We also sought to understand whether the interleaved technique might be of general use in the study of psychoactive substances.
SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Subjects
All subjects included in this study were given a detailed explanation of the procedure and signed a consent form approved by the MUSC Institutional Review Board (IRB) and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) . In all, 14 healthy young men (aged 18-30 years) were recruited by local advertisement and then had a screening history and physical examination, structured diagnostic interview (First et al, 1995) , baseline laboratory work (basic metabolic panel, liver panel, and hematology), and urine drug screen for drugs of abuse. All subjects were right-handed determined by the Annett Handedness Questionnaire (Annett 1970 ) and were nonsmokers. We restricted this initial study to men, as there are known variations in the TMS rMT as a function of menstrual cycle stage (Smith et al, 2002) .
Procedures
Study design: We performed a randomized, double-blind, crossover trial involving two visits at least 1 week apart. The subjects received either a single oral dose of 325 mg of LTG or placebo on the first visit, and then on the second visit they were given whatever they did not initially receive. A single oral dose of 325 mg of LTG has been shown to produce, at 3 h, serum concentrations equal to steady-state levels at clinically relevant chronic doses (Tergau et al, 2003) .
Visit protocol: (1) We measured predose rMT with a MAGSTIM stimulator placed over the left motor cortex and obtained blood for baseline plasma levels of LTG. (2) Subjects took a single oral dose of 325 mg LTG or placebo, and then waited 3 h. (3) We measured postdose rMT with the same MAGSTIM stimulator and drew blood to determine postdose serum plasma levels of LTG. (4) Subjects then walked to the MRI suite where we measured rMT with a specially modified Dantec MagPro stimulator. (5) We performed interleaved TMS/fMRI scanning with the TMS coil positioned over the left motor cortex. (6) Finally, we performed interleaved TMS/fMRI scanning with the TMS coil positioned over the left prefrontal cortex.
After 1 week, they received LTG or placebo (whichever they had not received during the first visit) followed by identical rMT and interleaved TMS/fMRI studies.
rMT Measures
TMS:
In the Brain Stimulation Laboratory, focal TMS was delivered by a figure-of-eight magnetic coil (each wing 70 mm in diameter) connected to a MAGSTIM Super Rapid stimulator (Magstim Co., Whitland, Dyfed, UK), which generates biphasic electrical pulses of approximately 250 ms duration. The optimal position of the magnetic coil for eliciting an MEP in the right abductor pollicis brevis (APB) was determined by holding the coil tangential to the scalp and moving it in small steps over the presumed area of the left primary motor cortex at a slightly suprathreshold stimulus intensity. The coil was always held horizontally with the handle pointing backward and laterally at 451 from the midline. This position was marked with a pen on a reusable latex swimming cap in order to assure constant placement of the coil throughout the visits. Stimulus intensity and threshold values were expressed as the percent of the maximal stimulator output.
rMT: Surface electromyograms (EMG) were recorded from the APB using 9-mm Ag-AgCl electrodes in a bellytendon montage. The placement of electrodes on the thumb and hand was marked with a pen for exact replacement for subsequent tests during the visit. The raw EMG signal was amplified by a factor of 100 and band-pass filtered, 70 Hz to 2.0 kHz, with a High Performance Band Pass Filter, Model V-75-48 (LAB Linc. Co.). The EMG was recorded on a G3 Macintosh with MacCRO (version 2.1) software.
rMT was determined in the resting APB in four steps: in steps one and three, thresholds were approached from a slightly suprathreshold intensity by reducing the stimulus intensity in 1% steps with a 5 s interval between pulses, whereas in steps two and four, thresholds were approached from a slightly subthreshold intensity by increasing the stimulus intensity in 1% steps. rMT was defined as the lowest intensity that produced an MEP of greater than 50 mV in three out of six trials in the resting target muscle (Mills and Kimiskidis, 1996) . A mean rMT at baseline or after medication was calculated by averaging the four values. Determination of the rMT using this technique usually took 30 min.
Interleaved TMS/fMRI Methods
Combined TMS and MRI: TMS was applied within the MRI scanner through a Dantec MagPro, which generates biphasic electrical pulses of approximately 200 ms duration (Dantec Medical A/S, Skovlunde, Denmark). The pulses were delivered through a special nonferromagnetic TMS coil of figure-of-eight (each wing 100 mm in diameter) design with an 8-m cable and a room setup identical to prior TMS/ fMRI studies from our group. TMS pulses and the fMRI sequence were interleaved as described before .
TMS coil placement in the MRI scanner. Motor cortex: For technical reasons, we were unable to use the Magstim within the MRI scanner room and instead used a Dantec TMS with a different coil for interleaved TMS/fMRI. Since rMT is likely to differ slightly from machine to machine (due to different capacitors, coil design, length of cable, MRI filter, etc), subjects were retested using the Dantec TMS before being placed into the MRI scanner. This rMT measure was used to determine stimulation amplitude during the subsequent interleaved TMS/fMRI session. The previous rMT, measured in the Brain Stimulation Laboratory using the Magstim, was used for analysis of the effects of drug on rMT. After this new MRI rMT was determined, the TMS coil was rigidly mounted in the MR head coil with a specially designed TMS coil holder, adjustable in six dimensions (Bohning et al, 2003) . Subjects wore swim caps and special earplugs. With the head coil on the gantry outside the scanner bore, subjects inserted their head into the head coil and adjusted their position, while the TMS coil was intermittently pulsed with 100% rMT. Subjects adjusted their head until pulsing the coil caused visible movement of the contralateral (right) hand APB (three out of six). As soon as a subject's correct scalp location was determined, the holder's six dimensions and earplugs were locked. These head holder settings and rMT were recorded and used also for the second visit. Immediately after the motor cortex MRI study, subjects were removed from the scanner and the TMS device was moved to a position over the left prefrontal cortex. The left prefrontal cortex stimulation site was defined as a location 5-cm rostral and in a parasagittal plane from the site of maximal APB stimulation. Subjects then re-entered the scanner for the prefrontal TMS scan.
During the second MRI visit a week later, the head holder was set with the previous week's coordinates for that subject and the previous rMT was used for the second visit.
fMRI was performed in a Picker EDGE 1.5 MR scanner (Picker International, Inc., Cleveland, OH). Each fMRI acquisition was a gradient echo planar imaging scan with 15 slices and 294 time points, TE/TR ¼ 40/3000 ms with 901 flip, 128 Â 128 matrix on 27 FOV, slice thickness 7 mm and gap 1 mm. The total acquisition time was 14.7 min. Two acquisitions were made, one with TMS over the motor cortex and one with TMS over the prefrontal cortex. Each acquisition included a total of 294 time points divided into seven repeating cycles; each cycle consisted of six segments as follows: rest (no TMS), 100% TMS, rest, rest, 120% TMS, rest. Each segment consisted of seven time points.
Image Data Analysis
Individual fMRI data analyses: MR scans were transferred into ANALYZE format and then further processed on Sun workstations (Sun Microsystems, Palo Alto, CA). Scans were checked using MEDx3.3 (Sensor Systems Inc., Sterling, VA) for movement across runs, and then were coregistered to a mean image using automatic image registration. For all subjects, movement across the 14.7-min acquisition was less than 2 mm in all three axes. After correction for motion, we used a delayed boxcar model, employing a high-pass filter to remove signal drift, cardiac and respiratory effects, and other low-frequency artifacts. Then, we transformed each subject's data into Talairach space (input voxel dimensions, 2.1 Â 2.1 Â 8 mm ) the data, and generated z maps with the Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) 96 module in MEDx3.3. We assumed an uncorrected F threshold UF p40.99 to preserve as many voxels as possible for the cluster analysis. Only clusters showing a statistical weight of po0.05 were considered to be significantly activated.
Group fMRI data analyses: Unthresholded z maps from all the subjects were combined based on comparison of condition (100% rMT stimulation vs rest and 120% rMT stimulation vs rest), intensity (100% rMT-TMS vs 120% rMT-TMS), and visit (LTG vs placebo). The combined group z maps were thresholded using zX3.09. (po0.001) and cluster statistical weight (spatial extent threshold) of po0.05. We used either paired or unpaired t-tests in MEDx3.3 for all comparisons of interest and both areas of stimulation.
Magnitude of BOLD time-course response: To compare the magnitudes of BOLD signal changes, two types of data were recorded. The different maps of LTG and placebo were used to make a mask of the left motor cortex (82 voxels) and a mask of the left hippocampus (19 voxels) (Figure 2 bottom panels). The masks used to define location were taken as an index of relative peak intensity above noise. According to the masks' Talairach coordinates, the mean signal intensity of the highest six contiguous voxels (two in each slice) in each subject was extracted from the motor cortex or hippocampus with SPM plotting in MEDx. The cycle-mean time series determined for each subject were transferred to a spreadsheet program and, by averaging point-by-point within and across subjects, subject-mean and grand-mean time series were determined (% signal change ¼ 100(mean signal at each pointÀaveraged signal in all preceding rests)/ averaged signal in all preceding rests).
Statistical Analysis on Other Variables
The percent change of rMT was calculated as follows: % change ¼ 100((postdrug rMTÀpredrug rMT)/predrug rMT). Paired Student's t-tests (two tailed) were performed for the percent change of rMT between LTG and placebo. Wilcoxon's nonparametric tests were performed for the number of active voxels in the region of interests (ROI) between LTG and placebo. We performed Pearson's correlations between the percent change of rMT and the change of active voxel number. Two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed for % BOLD signal change under the different intensity stimulation conditions and the different medication conditions. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 10.0 (Statistical Product and Service Solutions Inc., Chicago IL).
RESULTS
In all, 14 subjects were enrolled and were studied. Technical problems with the fMRI scanner or TMS machines meant that not all subjects provided complete data sets. One subject had a baseline rMT greater than the Magstim machine output. After we determined this, the subject was not studied further. Of the 13 subjects studied on 2 days, 12 subjects (age 25.3172.70 years) had usable paired TMS/ rMT data, and of these, two subjects completed the protocol, but their MRI data on at least one of the visits were not usable because of MRI scanner problems. Thus, 10 subjects had complete placebo and LTG interleaved TMS/ fMRI data as well as complete rMT data. LTM serum concentration (n ¼ 10) was 3.47370.414 mg/ml (range 4.151-2.809).
Safety and Tolerability
None of the subjects reported experiencing adverse effects of the drug treatment or the stimulation.
Effects of LTG on rMT
Consistent with our prestudy hypothesis, LTG elevated mean rMT significantly by 14.979.6% from the same day baseline compared with a placebo increase over baseline 0.6710.9% (paired Student's t-test, t ¼ 3.41, df ¼ 11, po0.01) (see Table 1 and Figure 1 ).
Correlation analyses and t-tests were performed on the rMT data between visits to assess the repeatability of the rMT and the natural variation. The predrug rMT on visit 1 correlated with the predrug rMT on visit 2 (r ¼ 0.84, n ¼ 12, po0.01), and paired t-test results showed no significant difference between them (t ¼ 0.87, df ¼ 11, p40.05), indicating good reliability of the rMT within subjects across visits 1 week apart. On both visits, the predrug rMT TMS rMT data for all 12 subjects showed a significant increase from baseline on the day that subjects received LTG compared with placebo (Student's t-test, t ¼ 3.41, df ¼ 11, po0.01).
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BOLD Response to TMS
Motor cortex stimulation: For the motor cortex stimulation, six unthresholded z maps were obtained from each subject; these were 100% rMT vs rest, 120% rMT vs rest, and 100% rMT vs 120% rMT in the presence of placebo or LTG. These z maps were used as intermediate data for the group analysis.
The motor cortex TMS after either placebo or LTG (within-day analysis) at both 100% rMT and 120% rMT resulted in diffuse activation in the brain, including the motor cortex underneath the TMS coil (see Table 2 ).
Prefrontal cortex stimulation. Eight of the 10 subjects provided usable data from the prefrontal interleaved TMS/ fMRI visits. Two subjects whose results were included in the motor cortex analysis could not be used in the prefrontal analysis because there was evidence of head movement of more than 2 mm between time points during the prefrontal TMS session.
With the prefrontal cortex stimulation, again six unthresholded z maps were obtained from each subject; as before, these were 100% rMT vs rest, 120% rMT vs rest, and 100% rMT vs 120% rMT in the presence of placebo or LTG. These z maps were used as intermediate data for group analysis.
The prefrontal cortex stimulation compared to rest, after either placebo or LTG, at both 100% rMT and 120% rMT stimulation, induced activation in diffuse brain regions. Of particular note, brain activity was not significantly increased from rest at the site of stimulation immediately underneath the coil with either 100% rMT or 120% rMT stimulation (see Table 3 and Figure 2 ).
Intensity-Dependent BOLD Response Induced By TMS
Motor cortex stimulation: On the placebo day, motor cortex TMS data showed that 120% rMT stimulation caused more activation than did 100% rMT stimulation in several regions including underneath the coil (see Table 2 ). While, on the LTG day, no significant difference was found between 100% rMT and 120% rMT motor cortex stimulation (Table 2) .
Prefrontal cortex stimulation. In contrast to the motor cortex stimulation, and independent of the presence of placebo or LTG, there were no statistically significant differences in the pattern of activation between 100% rMT and 120% rMT over the prefrontal cortex stimulation (Table 3) .
Effects of LTG on BOLD Response Induced by TMS
Motor cortex stimulation: At 120% rMT stimulation, a between-day analysis revealed that, compared to placebo, on the day subjects were taking LTG, they had significantly less TMS-induced activation in the motor cortex (underneath the coil), posterior cingulate, precuneus, and cerebellum (see Figure 2 bottom panel and Table 4 ). However, no similar findings were found at 100% rMT stimulation.
Prefrontal cortex stimulation: A between-day analysis showed that, with respect to the rest condition, there was increased brain activity in the hippocampus and the orbital frontal gyrus during 100% rMT stimulation in the presence of LTG compared to placebo (Figure 2 bottom panel, Table 4 ). However, in this case no similar findings were found at 120% rMT stimulation.
Post hoc Assessments
As a further check on the effects of LTG on brain activity described above, we examined the number of voxels and the time series of activation of voxel clusters in the motor cortex (120% rMT stimulation) and hippocampus (100% rMT stimulation).
The number of voxels: The number of voxels that were significantly activated by 120% rMT TMS (compared to rest) over the motor cortex, during the placebo and LTG conditions, is shown in Figure 3 for each of the 10 subjects. LTG significantly decreased the number of voxels activated by 120% rMT TMS in the motor cortex. Furthermore, in order to test whether the brain imaging results corresponded with the electrophysiological measures, Pearson's correlations were performed on the relationship between the rMT before and after administration of LTG, and the number of active voxels underneath the coil between LTG and placebo days. A significant correlation was found between the increased rMT and inhibited activation in the motor cortex (n ¼ 10, r ¼ 0.81, po0.01).
For the prefrontal cortex data, the number of voxels that were significantly activated by 100% rMT TMS (compared to rest) over the prefrontal cortex, during the placebo and LTG conditions, is shown in Figure 3 for each of the eight subjects. There were significantly more TMS-induced active voxels in the left hippocampus after LTG than after placebo.
Percent BOLD signal change: For the motor cortex, the cycle-averaged time-activity curve was plotted and an estimate was obtained of the level of activity in the 120% rMT TMS subcycle relative to the preceding rest subcycle. Figure 4 summarizes the time-activity data pooled across 10 subjects for the motor cortex stimulation. LTG dampened the TMS-induced BOLD response by approximately 50%. Two-way ANOVA results showed that the % BOLD signal change in the presence of LTG was significantly decreased compared with placebo (F 1,20 ¼ 11.89, p ¼ 0.007), and the % BOLD signal change of 120% rMT was significantly increased compared with 100% rMT (F 1,6 ¼ 6.27, p ¼ 0.034).
We also examined the time series of activation of the cluster of voxels in the left hippocampus (100% rMT stimulation). Figure 4 summarizes the time-activity data pooled across eight subjects. Two-way ANOVA results of the entire time series failed to show significant differences 
DISCUSSION
Interleaved TMS/fMRI
To our knowledge, this is the first report to use the interleaved TMS/fMRI technique to investigate the regional brain effects of a central nervous system (CNS)-active compound. We found, consistent with our hypothesis, that LTG inhibited the motor cortex activation that occurred when we applied TMS over this area to elicit a thumb movement. This LTG inhibition was evident both from the electrophysiological measurements of rMT and the regional BOLD response. Furthermore, with stimulation over the motor cortex, the brain imaging and electrophysiological measures were highly correlated. In contrast, when TMS was applied over the prefrontal cortex, we found that LTG Inhibition of cortical excitability in healthy young men X Li et al did not inhibit the BOLD response, but apparently increased the activation of the limbic system. The results demonstrate that it is possible to combine TMS and fMRI to evaluate both decreasing and increasing regional brain effects of CNS compounds. Thus interleaved TMS/fMRI may be a useful new neuroscience tool and may have several important uses in the study of psychoactive drugs. This study also highlights the considerable additional work that will be required before this technique could be routinely applied in pharmacological testing and screening.
BOLD Response to TMS Over the Motor Cortex
Analysis of the group fMRI data from TMS over the motor cortex on the placebo day revealed robust TMS-induced activation of the ipsilateral motor cortex consistent with prior TMS/fMRI studies over the motor cortex (Baudewig et al, 2001; Bohning et al, 2000) as well as bilateral activation of the auditory cortex (Boroojerdi et al, 1999) .
Interestingly, the present data also showed that TMS caused activation of the contralateral (right) motor cortex as well. Although the control of movement is one of the clearest hemispherically lateralized functions in the brain (Dassonville et al, 1998) , human functional neuroimaging studies of hand motor control commonly report bilateral activation in the primary motor cortex (Hlustik et al, 2002; Solodkin et al, 2001) . We also compared BOLD-fMRI responses at two different stimulation intensities and found that highintensity motor cortex stimulation (120% rMT) was associated with significantly increased activation compared to lower intensity (100% rMT) stimulation (Bohning et al, 2000) , on the placebo day only. These results on the placebo medication day replicate our previous studies of motor cortex TMS/fMRI, all of which have shown intensitydependent TMS effects (Bohning et al, 2001 . Finally, as a further check on our findings, we also analyzed the time series of activation in the motor cortex and found that a 1% BOLD activation relative to baseline could be observed with 120% rMT stimulation. Figure 2 Effects of LTG on TMS-induced brain activation. These are the group data in 10 subjects for the motor cortex (left figure) and eight subjects for the prefrontal cortex stimulation (right figure) . The group differences of TMS-rest are shown depicted on a representative brain in Talairach coordinates. On the left of the image are the results for TMS over the motor cortex stimulation at 120% rMT for Placebo (top), LTG (middle), and the difference between LTG and placebo (bottom). Note that motor cortex TMS causes local and distant activation, and that LTG reduced this TMS-induced activity both locally underneath the coil and in connected regions. On the right of the image are the results for TMS over the prefrontal cortex stimulation at 100% rMT for placebo (top), LTG (middle). The differences between LTG and placebo (bottom) are shown with a lower threshold of po0.05, extent 0.05. Note that prefrontal cortex TMS causes limbic system activation in this study only when subjects were taking LTG. M1 ¼ motor cortex; Hi ¼ hippocampus; AA ¼ auditory area; OFC ¼ orbitofrontal cortex; target site ¼ placement of TMS.
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Effects of LTG on rMT and BOLD Response During TMS Over the Motor Cortex
Several prior TMS studies have shown that LTG increases the threshold of MEPs elicited by TMS (Manganotti et al, 1999; Villetti et al, 2001; Ziemann et al, 1996) . In the present study, we confirmed the inhibitory effect of LTG on MEPs. LTG caused a 14.9% increase in rMT in healthy young adults, which agrees with previous TMS studies with the compound (Manganotti et al, 1999; Ziemann et al, 1998a Ziemann et al, , 1996 . The effects of LTG on rMT have been suggested to be due to the inhibition of voltage-gated Na þ and Ca 2 þ ion channels (Boroojerdi et al, 2001) . However, the location of these effects cannot be conclusively determined using the technique used in that study. For example, an effect of LTG at the spinal level, rather than within the motor cortex, cannot be entirely excluded as an explanation for the drugs' observed influence on rMT (Boroojerdi et al, 2001 ).
Compared to a purely EMG-based study, the current approach is in a better position to detect central effects of LTG, since a direct measure of CNS activation was carried out. Indeed, the interleaved TMS/fMRI data showed that LTG reduced activation in the motor cortex, directly under the coil, and in other diffuse areas of the cortex. However, it is possible that the observed central BOLD signal could arise due to activation following sensory feedback to the motor cortex from activation of the thumb, rather than as a direct result of central activation by the applied TMS. Thus, the decrease in BOLD response in the presence of LTG may be due to an effect on the MEP, rather than a local effect in the CNS. The correlation between the increase in MEP threshold and the decrease in BOLD-fMRI measure in the presence of LTG is equally consistent with this explanation.
BOLD Response to TMS Over the Prefrontal Cortex
In addition to TMS over the motor cortex, we applied the interleaved TMS/fMRI technique with TMS over the prefrontal cortex, using a probabilistic positioning method for the TMS coil. In this case, we were limited to examining the fMRI measurements alone, since there is no overt behavioral response, such as an MEP, to assess the effect of prefrontal cortical stimulation. We have shown previously that unilateral TMS applied over the prefrontal cortex (left) has bilateral effects and that higher intensity stimulation produces greater ipsi-and contralateral activation (Nahas et al, 2001 ). In addition, other PET and SPECT studies have shown that increases and decreases in blood flow or metabolism occur during and shortly after repetitive TMS (rTMS) applied over the prefrontal cortex (Kimbrell et al, Figure 3 Changes of significant active voxel number by LTG in the motor cortex and hippocampus. The left panel depicts the number of significant voxels in each subject in an ROI directly underneath the TMS coil, during the motor cortex stimulation (120% rMT minus rest over the motor cortex) for the placebo day and the LTG day. Compared with placebo, LTG significantly decreased the number of active voxels in the motor cortex (Wilcoxon's nonparametric test:
The panel on the right depicts the number of significant voxels in individuals in an ROI in the left hippocampus during the prefrontal cortex stimulation (100% rMT minus rest over prefrontal cortex) for the placebo day and the LTG day. Compared with placebo, LTG significantly increased the number of active voxels in the left hippocampus (Wilcoxon's nonparametric test:
Inhibition of cortical excitability in healthy young men X Li et al 1999; Speer et al, 2000; Strafella et al, 2001 ). The present study confirmed the bilateral cortical activation following TMS over the prefrontal cortex. However, we found no significant difference between the activation at 100% rMT and activation at 120% rMT (in the presence of placebo). Interestingly, in contrast to motor cortex TMS, as well as our previous findings with prefrontal TMS (Nahas et al, 2001) , we also failed to observe activation of the cortex directly underneath the coil. A possible explanation for this could relate to the absence of sensory feedback in the case of prefrontal stimulation.
Effects of LTG on the BOLD Response During TMS Over the Prefrontal Cortex
In the presence of LTG, we observed significant bilateral activation of the limbic system, which was not observed after placebo. This result, where LTG is not inhibiting but rather increasing (limbic) activation, subtly suggests that LTG may have unique effects on the limbic system, which differ from its effects on the motor circuits. This may be due to differential regional effects of LTG or due to some interaction of cortical-limbic loops and relative governance. However, although these are intriguing results, they are highly speculative given the nonhypothesized nature of the findings and the small sample size. An additional study attempting replication is needed.
Mechanism of Action of LTG
A key finding of the present study was that BOLD responses induced by TMS in the motor cortex could be inhibited by LTG (a BOLD signal decreased of 50% relative to baseline) and that this decrease correlated significantly with the increased rMT in the presence of the drug. In addition, the effect of LTG was stronger on TMS applied at 120% rMT than at 100% rMT, and the time-series analysis ( Figure 4 ) suggests a greater effect of LTG towards the end of the series of stimulations. Similar effects of LTG on BOLD fMRI activation have been reported previously (Kida et al, 2001) during a study of the activation of somatosensory cortex following foot-pinch in anesthetized rats. LTG is a usedependent inhibitor of brain sodium channels (Catterall 1999; Xie et al, 1995) and it has also been suggested to reduce glutamate release and increase GABA release under some circumstances (Cunningham and Jones, 2000; Ketter et al, 2003; Waldmeier et al, 1996) . These actions are consistent with the observations in the present study, although further studies using other approaches would be required to determine whether one or other mechanism is more important.
What Might This Study Tell us About LTG's Mechanism of Action in Bipolar Disorder?
Double-blind, placebo-controlled trials have demonstrated the acute and prophylactic antidepressant activity of LTG in bipolar disorder (Calabrese, 1999; Calabrese et al, 1999; Ketter and Calabrese, 2002) . Various hypotheses have been proposed with regard to its mechanism of action on mood. One may speculate that the efficacy of LTG in bipolar disorder is related to its anticonvulsant efficacy and so also to its anticonvulsant mechanisms of action. However, the clinical profile of LTG in bipolar disorder is different from Figure 4 Average time series for TMS activation on LTG and placebo. On the left are cycle-averaged percent change in BOLD signal from baseline over time curves averaged over all 10 subjects from a voxel cluster in the left primary motor cortex directly beneath the TMS coil, during the motor cortex stimulation run. LTG diffusely inhibits the motor cortex TMS-induced activation percent change in BOLD (two-way ANOVA results showed that % BOLD signal change of LTG significantly decreased activity compared with placebo (F 1,20 ¼ 11.89, p ¼ 0.007) and % BOLD signal change of 120% rMT significantly increased compared with 100% rMT (F 1,6 ¼ 6.27, p ¼ 0.034). On the right are similar time series from the prefrontal interleaved TMS/fMRI run, except these are averaged over eight subjects from a voxel cluster in the left hippocampus. LTG increased the TMS-induced percent change in BOLD in this hippocampal region. Although the whole-brain fMRI results found this region significantly increased on LTG compared with placebo, this time series failed to reach statistic significance, considering the active time series (two-way ANOVA results failed to show significant % BOLD signal change between either LTG and placebo (F 1,20 ¼ 1.12 p ¼ 0.326) or 100% rMT stimulation and 120% rMT stimulation (F 1,6 ¼ 0.32, p ¼ 0.591)).
Inhibition of cortical excitability in healthy young men X Li et al that of another anticonvulsant mood stabilizer, carbamazepine. In fact, LTG's spectrum of anticonvulsant efficacy is also somewhat different, notably with respect to its unique efficacy vs absence of seizures (Muzina et al, 2002) . The present study in healthy volunteers may not be relevant to drug effects in patients with bipolar disorder, but the surprising observation of limbic activation in the presence of LTG when TMS was applied to the prefrontal cortex is worth considering with the clinical situation in mind. Studies of the neuropathology in familial Major Depressive Disorder have reported changes in morphology and metabolism in selected areas of the limbic system, such as the hippocampus (Auer et al, 2000; Rusch et al, 2001; Thibault et al, 2001) , the orbital frontal lobe (Drevets 2000; MacFall et al, 2001) , and amygdala (Sheline et al, 1998) . Frodl et al (2002) reported smaller hippocampal gray matter volumes in patients with a first episode of major depression compared with healthy subjects. Furthermore, recent data suggest (Heckers et al, 2002 ) that bipolar disorder is associated with a significant decrease of glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) mRNA-positive neurons and of GAD 65 mRNA expression in the hippocampus. Pharmacotherapeutic studies have also reported increased regional activation of the left prefrontal cortex, thalamus, and medial frontal gyrus post-treatment in depressed patients (Baxter et al, 1989; Bench et al, 1995; Buchsbaum et al, 1997; Mayberg et al, 1999; Saxena et al, 2002) . Taken together, these findings indicate that there are abnormalities of the limbic system in depressed patients. The present study showed that LTG could facilitate increased activation of the hippocampus after TMS over the prefrontal cortex in normal subjects.
Several previous studies have shown that TMS over the prefrontal cortex can cause changes in activity in the hippocampus of humans (Kimbrell et al, 2002; Speer et al, 2000) and animals . Functional interaction between the two areas is well documented. For example, Alexander et al (1986) originally described five parallel circuits that link the cortex with the basal ganglia. This includes a connection from the prefrontal cortex to the hippocampus. Furthermore, prefrontal stimulation has been shown to produce an increase in serotonin (5-HT) in the hippocampus (Groenewegen et al, 1997; Juckel et al, 1999) . Interestingly, LTG has been shown to inhibit the uptake of serotonin, norepinephrine, and dopamine by rat cortical synaptosomes in vitro (Southam et al, 1998) , although changes in monoamine levels could not be observed in vivo (Xie and Hagan, 1998) . Further study will be required to confirm and elucidate the changes in limbic activation seen in the present study.
Limitations of the Present Study
This initial proof-of-concept study suffers from limitations that bear on the interpretation of the results. There is active debate about whether subthreshold TMS at 1 Hz over the motor cortex produces activation or inhibition. Embedded in this discussion is concern about whether and how much of the blood flow changes seen might be due, not to direct activation produced by the TMS, but by indirect sensory feedback produced by the muscle movement that TMS causes (Baudewig et al, 2001) . One interpretation of the current results is therefore, that LTG causes an increase in rMT leading to less activation of the target muscle for a given stimulus, and so less sensory feedback to motor cortex resulting in less activation observed in the BOLD signal. Further work is needed to settle this important and complex issue. One possible approach might be to apply a local anesthetic to the target muscle to help to distinguish direct from indirect effects of the TMS on the CNS.
A second issue that follows partly from the above was the decision to use the same stimulation amplitude (with the Dantec TMS) during the fMRI acquisition on the second visit as that during the first visit, even though clearly the rMT would be different due to the presence or absence of LTG. The alternative would have been to redetermine the rMT using the Dantec TMS just prior to fMRI acquisition on the second visit, which would likely mean that a higher TMS intensity would be used when subjects received LTG (assuming that LTG raises rMT). We felt that it was better to deliver the same stimulus on each visit so that any change in BOLD signal would be due only to the presence or absence of drug, thus simplifying interpretation of the data. As a result, those receiving placebo on the first visit would be relatively understimulated on the second visit when LTG was given, and vice versa. Since the study was conducted in a double-blind, crossover design, those subjects who were 'understimulated' on the second visit would be balanced by those who were 'overstimulated'. Importantly, a comparison of test order showed that whether LTG was administrated on the first visit or the second visit, it produced a similar effect on rMT.
The prefrontal cortex data are potentially easier to interpret than the motor cortex data, since the issue of whether the BOLD signal might be due to sensory feedback rather than direct activation is presumably absent. However, while the pattern of activation following TMS over the motor cortex replicated our previous work, the prefrontal TMS data failed to replicate our earlier finding of activation of the cortex directly underneath the coil (Nahas et al, 2001 ). In addition, although the present data from the motor cortex TMS showed that higher-intensity stimulation produced greater activation in the cortex under the stimulation site, we failed to find an intensity-dependent brain activation when stimulation was applied over the prefrontal cortex (Figure 4) . The nature of the interaction of the TMS signal with nervous tissue directly under the stimulation site remains largely unknown; the present results serve only to encourage further research into this critical issue.
Finally, our subjects were healthy adults, and the findings cannot necessarily be generalized to patients with mood disorders. This was also a single dose challenge study and different effects may occur with chronic dosing. Once the present study has been replicated in healthy volunteers, longitudinal studies in patients undergoing drug therapy would be warranted.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, this current study suggests that the interleaved TMS/fMRI technique has potential utility in understanding the regional brain effects of LTG and other Inhibition of cortical excitability in healthy young men X Li et al CNS-active compounds. Using the technique, we found, as hypothesized, that LTG has an inhibitory effect on motor circuit excitability measured both by rMT and interleaved TMS/fMRI. The study also found that LTG has a complex effect on response to TMS applied over the prefrontal cortex, causing cortical inhibition and limbic facilitation. It is unclear if these effects, which did not correlate with rMT, may be relevant to the efficacy of LTG in mood disorders. Further studies are warranted with this promising but complex new technique.
